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ABSTRACT
We have generated septiratc equations
stishovite phases of polycrystalline quartz
using the computer progri.unGRIZZLY. Wc
also have modified the program GRIZZLY to combine two single-phase EOS“s for a given
material into a single two-phase EOS via minimization of the Gibbs free energy. This ncw version of GRIZZLY has been used to generate a three-phase SESAME type EOS for polycrystidlinc
quartz using the three EOS”Smentioxicdabove. All four of the EOS”Sproduced for
arc now
available on request.

L INTRODUCTION

Polycrystallinc quartz

is a material which has been of recurring imcrcst to many users

of the SESAME equation of state (EOS) library. This interest k mostly duc to the large abundance of naturally occurring quartz in rocks. Unfortunately,the u~c!idncssof’my SESAME type
EOS for quartz in hydrodynamic calculations is limited by tie implicit assumption that any process considered will be reversible. In fact, it is well known that the alpha + stishovite phase transition in quar!z exhibits considerable hysteresis due

metastability of the alpha phase well above

the equilibrium phase boundary.‘ This effect ‘iay bc of crucial importance in hydrodynamic calculations involving shock loading throu~h the mctastable region followed by adiabatic release.
The only way such an irreversible ;}.~sctransition could be described realistically is by constructing separate EOS”S for each

phtiw

of a given material and then switching be:ween the single-
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phusc EOS”Sin smnc thermodynimtica]l) :It”-consistentfashion.
The (ask t)t’tlcscribinp irrcl crsiblc phase transitions thus may be divi(ieli into two pints: ( I)
genm-uing high quality glob:! EOS”St(I: ;dl phtises invo]ve~iwhich are compatible in form tind
share d comInorI ycro of energy umi {2)

loping a simp]c means ot determining when and

how to switcl) bc[wecn the ;arif~ls p] CS. In general, the latter part remains an unsolved probIel,l. (Swcglc’ IUSrecently looked tit this p] !-demin great detail for several materials of gcologiCU1impm-tanccincluding quortz.) There is however one special case in which the solution to this
problem is known, i.e. the wplilibrium case. [Jnder the constraint of’thermodynamic equilibrium,
all of the phusc (rmsitions will be reversible and can be described by a multlphase EOS formed
by combining the single-plum EOS”Sin such a way m to minimize the Gibbs free energy as a
function of pressure.
In this invcstigaticn, wc htivc used the program GRIZZLY2 to generate global EOS”Sfor the
alpha quarv. coesitc, ar,d stishovite phases of

individual EOS”S werr then used to

form an equilibrium multiphase EOS for

parameters used to generate the single-phase

EOS”S were adjusted to ensure that the final EOS reproduces the experimentally determined
equilibrium phase boundaries. Thus, the single-phase EOS’S should provide reliable input to
more general multiphase calculations. In addition, the equilibrium EOS for quartz shouki provide
a good reference for studying tic nonequilibrium effects in dynamic processes via calculations
similar to those done by Swcgle.’ Hopefully, such calculations will allow us to develop systematic techniques for using the single-phase EOS”S to describe general nonequilibrium
processes.
In the next section, we will describe the methods used to generate single- and multiphase
EOS”Sin this investigation. In Section III, the single-phase EOS calculations are discussed in
detail. The equilibrium mu!tiphase EOS for quartz is described in Section IV.
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IL METHOI)OLOGY

Most of the EOS”Sin the SESAME library tire pw-titionedinto three terms for the pressure P,
the internal energy

Hehnholtz free energy

where ~)is the density and T

tempcruturc. (In the SESAME library, discrctc values cf f)and

T arc chosen to fom~a mesh on which P,

A are stored.) The subscripts .$,n, and e denote

the contributions due to the static lattice (i.e. frozen nuclcii) cold curve (zero tcmpcrtiturc isotherm), the nuclear motion, and the thermal electronic excitations. It is thus possible to treat ctich
contribution independently using any desired model. The free energy A

bc related to the

energy as:
A

=E

(4)

- T S(P,T)

where S is the entropy.
In the computer program GRIZZLY,2 the only model available for calculating the electronic
contributions is the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) model.3 In our calculations. wc first gcncratcd
electronic EOS”Sfor each constituent atom. These monatimic electronic EOS”S were then combined via additive volume mixing~to form the electronic EOS of .W)?. This pw-tof the calculation “cquircsthe atomic numbers (Si -14,0-

8) and the atomic masses (Si -28.086, 0- 15.999)

for the constituent atoms.q
The nuclear contributions were obtained using the CHARTJD nuclear models (a modified version of the CHARTD model)b with a Gruneisen function of the CHARTD form.b In this model,
the material is treated as a Debye solid at low temperatures and as an ideal gas at high

3

Tlw nuclctir contribution ~witchcsm]fmthly bctwccn these two limits for temperu-

tcn]pcrit[urc’>.

xhlititm [f)the dtitti iilr~it(lj’ spccificci,the nuclctir calculation requires the

turc~nc:ir ttw

refmmc density (II,,).the
(

CLInCS
used here u’crc obuiincd in Ihc compressed region by removing themla] cxmtribu[i Ins t’r(NIItin input Hugonio[ tit IINNlCSt
c(mlprcssions (c 1.5) and then extrapolating to a
nlixcd TFD cold cwn”c;II ltirgc u(m]prcssi[ms. This pn~c.cdurcensures duit the total EOS will
rcpr(xlu~l’tlw inpu[ Hup(miotand will hdvc the LX
wrccfIaqc () behavior. In the expanded region
[,, ~ ~,,,j. ~!l,:,(~]{1
‘L1ncs ~,crc

f“(m]]~(’rmstraincdto

u

SIII()(~ttl1}C(ImIC’~t
uitll Il~Cc(mlprcs~cdcold curve and to h;lvc the c“[mwtC(dw’;ivcenergy (I;c).
~c>iiic. IIIC,I,tI,i.l]rculi}mcn[i(mcd.this part of”t!lc ctilcwltitionrequires an input Hugoniot in the
t“()1-111ot stl( Kk

I

)

)

=c

u,, )

imd u paranlc-

tcr F.A(”
LJ (Ilcr; 1.~lI which dctcmlincs the shape of the cold curve in the expanded region.
GRIZZLY to allow two EOS”Sto be combined
Gibbs free energy as u function of pressure. The Gibbs free energy

u

mu}’bc cxprcwcd as
f; (/’.T)= I

)+ P

(5)

Gi\cn tw~~EOS [ut-Ilcsfor u low pressure phmc (table 1) and a high pressure phase (table 2), the
new commtiml (PH.4SE 1 2 3 pcut /) directs GRIZZLY to search each isothctm (using tic temperature grid of table 1) for the pressure P,(T) at which the Gibbs ficc energies of the two EOS”S
arc idcnticul.The densities ~)iand ()?tit which the pressures for the two EOS”Sequtil P, fom~tic
boundaries of the mixed phase region in (p,T) space. The combined F.OS is then fom]cd and
stowu in table 3 using the T

p grids from table 1.Table 3 is identical to table 1 for I)c pi and

is obtained dirccrly from table 2 for p > p?. In the mixed phase region, table 3 is obtained by sctting P =

and assuming that for a given density the fractional amounts of the two phases (w1
4

-—m—

and M2)arc given by
\\’1= [ ([)2–1))
/ (f)?–f)l) 1([)1/p)

(6)

and

To ensure that the phase boundary is dcscrihcd correctly, wc used an enriched density grid in
the mixed phtiseregion. For high densities, it is possible to obtoin spurious transitions tiuc m the
relatively sparse grid used in that region. To avoid that difficulty, we restricted the search on the
zero tempermre isotherm to pressures less than PCUT (a new input variable with a default value
of 10 Mbar). For each higher temperature isothcm~,the upper cicnsityfor the search on table I is
set at 5 grid points above tk pI obtained for the previous isotherm. For each isotherm,
GRIZZLY begins its search at the high density limit and searches down for the first transition.
This procedure ensures that GRIZZLY will not find spurious transitions or switch from one phase
boundary to another.

IBI.SINGLE-PHASEEOS

The various parameters used as input to GRIZZLY for the alpha, coesite, and stishovite phases
of quartz are given in Table 1. The input data for the alpha phase was chosen to be consistent
with that used in generating SESAME EOS 7383 (polycrysudlinequartz),7except for

which is

taken from a standard reference source.gThe values of po, yo,and cd (as deduced from the bulk
modulus) for the coesitc and stishovitc phases arc talmn from Davies.9 The slope of the Hugoniot
for the stishovite phase is that derived by McQueen, et al. 10 ~om

Hugoniot

data

hr

p0lyCryst21-

line quartz and fused quartz. That value was also used for coesite in the absense of any empirical
data. The values of

for the high pressure phases were C{JnSUainCd
to be twice the value of th.

(Our results arc rcl””~i~’cly
irwcnsitiveto the choice ofs for coesitc and

for both coesite dnd

stishmitc. )

Table 1:Single Phase EOS Parameters

}’IJ
~D(K)
E, (kcill/mole)
co (km/$)
s
(K)

coesitc
2.91
2.65
0.40
0.65
950
986
146.()()() 145.338
3.77
5.77
1.93
1.00
1972
1900

stishovite
4.29
1.22
1210
141.960
9.03
1.00
2420

The remtiiningparameters for the coesitc and stishovite phases (% and E,) were used as adjustable pmmeters to match the experimental alpha + cocsitc1] and coesite + stishovite*2phase
boumiarics (see Fig. i). We began by generating the EOS for the alpha phase using the data
given in Table 1. The EOS for the coesitc phase was then generated for various valt.cs of e~ and
L“,..For ~it~h set of values used, the EOS of coesite was combined with that of the alpha phase to
obtain the phase bo”umhy. We were quickly able to match the cxperimentid boundary in P

T

space. We then repeated that procedure with the stishovite phase.
While the final value of 0~ used for the stishovite phase (1210 K) is in reasondb]cagreement
with the \;aluc quoted by Davies ( 1120 K),g the value found here for cocsite (986 K) differs
signific~t]y ( 167c) from the experimental value ( 170 K).g The poorer agreement found for the
coesi?cphase may be due in part to the relative imprecision of the experimental determination of
the alpha + cocsite phase boundary.*3However, this disagreement may also simply reflect the
difficulties in rigorously defining a single temperature-independentODfor any given material. (In
general,

merely a parameter used to fit data over some temperature range.) Assessing the
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values

used here for the high tempcmturc phmcs is best done by comparison with the expcr-

imcntd [T=().})–+)energy diffcrcnccs bctwccn the various phasc~.‘~The alpha - stish(witcenergy
difference obtuincd here is

kal/mdc (note that the values in Table I arc for avcrqzc tit:m

moles and must bc multiplied by 3) compared to an cxpcrimcntal vduc of 12.1 IKXIhmlc.1:
Again, the agrccmcnt with experiment is substantially poorer for the coesiw phase. Here
obtain an alpha - cxmitc energy difference of 1.986 kcal/nmlc compared with the cxpcrimcntal
value of l.2 kcalho]e. This result suggests that there may in fact be some difficulty with the
experimentalalpha + cocsite phase boundary used to determine e~ and l;, .
To sumrnarizc,both the alpha and stishovitc single-phaseEOS”Swere generated using parameters which arc either well dcterrnincd experimentally or were sclcctcd to rcproducc the experimental phase boundaries. Therefore, these two EOS”S should hc quite good. For the cocsitc
phase, the parameters used arc not as well determined experimentally as for the other phases.
Hence, the quality of the coesite EOS is questionable. Fotwrmtely. tl:c c,~csitephi.i~cis believed
to be of little import.amc for processes involving shock loadingl and the questionable nature of
the parameters used should not seriously effect our work.

IV. EQUILIBRIUMMULTIPHASEEOS FOR QUARTZ

The best means available for evaluatirigthe quality of the three single-phase EOS”Sgenerated
here is via the resulting equilibrium muh.iphaseEOS for quartz. In Fig. 1, the equilibrium phase
boundaries obtained here are compared with the experimental alpha + coesitcio and coesite +
stishovite]1bo~daries used in generating the single-phase EOS”S.The high quality of tic fit to
the data is clearly evident. Figure 1 also includes the alpha + stishovitc phase boundary which
would exist if the coesite phase were ignored. This hypothetical boundary is of great importance
since it has been suggested that under shock conditions quartz transforms directly from a
7
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Fig. 1. The theoretical phase diagram for SiOZ (dashed lines) compared with the
experimental alpha + coesite (Ref. 10) and coesite + stishovite (Ref. 11) boundaries
(solid lines). Also shown are the hypotheticalalpha + stishovite boundary obtained here
(dotted line) and that used by Swegle (Ref. 1).

metastablc alpha phase to the stisho~itephase.1In his investigationof the effects of mcwstubility
on dynamic processes in quartz, Swcglel wsumcd t.11~[
the cocsitc phase is inclc~’ant.Tnc alphti
+ stishm’itcphase boundary used by Sw’cglc1is irwludcdin Fig. 1. (He only reports the posttion
and slope of the boundary at onc point.) It is intriguing thut the phase boundary used in that
2 GPa (more than 20Yc) at mom tctilpcra-

investigation differs from that obtained here by

turc. Whether or not that difference will :wbstantiallyalter the estimated impact of metastability
on dynamic processes in quartz remains to be seen.
Another important consi~icrmionfor our purposes is the quality of the I-@mniot gcncratcd
from the equilibrium multiphasc ECIS. In Figs. 2 and 3. the theoretical u, vs u,, curve is cornpared with experimental data

a variety of sources.]~-]’Naturally, the portion of the cume

prior to the first phase transition matches the input Hugoniot for the alpha phase and is guaranteed
to be in good agreement with experiment. This is not ttue for the portions of the Hugoniot which
involve the cocsite or stishovitc phases since the initial conditions differ fmtn those of the input
Hugoniots used m construct the EOS”S for those phases. For Ur > 2.5 Ic-n/s.the theoretical
Hugoniot is in excellent agreement with the experimental data, demonstrating the high quality of
the stishovitc EOS used in generating the multiphasc EOS. In fact. the large Ur portion of the
curve is substantiallybetter than that produced by SESAME EOS 7383.7since that EOS was generated by inputting a u, vs UPcurve constructed out of straight-line segments and thus cannot
reproduce the curvature of the experimental data.
In Fig. 4, we show part of the calculated vs experimental Hugoniot in P

p space. This figure

clearly reveals the ki.rgedifference between real shalt processes in quartz as opposed to a
hypothetical equilibrium process. For tic experimental Hugoniot, the transition from the alpha
phase begins at a pressure of about 14 GPa and the quartx has cornoletely transformed to the
stishovite p}~aseat about 45 GPa. I’$~rWghout ~

experimental transition, th

monotonicallyas a function of density. In contrast, the theoretical transition is composed of two
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Fig. 2. Theoretical u, vs up curve (line) compared with experiment (circles - Ref. 14,
triangles - Ref. 15, squares - Ref. 16, crosses - Ref. 17). See Fig. 3 for a close up view
of the small UPregion.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical Hugoniot in P vs p space (line) compared with experiment (circles Ref. 14,triangles - Ref. 15),

+

cocsitc -+ stishovitc transition occurs at itbout7.()GPu.
Although the dit’fcrcm.csbctwccn the two CUIVCS
in Fig. 4 arc dramo[ic. m] untimbiguous
interpretittionof’three ditl”crcncescan be given at this time, cxccpt that it is quite ohvious thw the
alpha phase exhibits metastability for pressures between 2.2 G?J and 14 GPa. The problcm in
interpreting the remainder of the differences is that it is not clear that in tiIc mixed plutsc region
one can directly rekttc the mca.mrcd values of u, and Ii,, to P and () m is assumed in Fig. 4. Thus
the experimcmitl curve is quest.ionab!efor pressures bctwccn 14 GPti and 45 GPu. A tirthcr
difficulty in interpretation is the prcblem of dctcrminirtgwhat eft”cctsarc due to mctasiability and
whici~are due to strength. To rcsohm these questions, it will be necessary to complctc the rtcxt
phase of this investigation; performing calculations similar to those done by Swegell using the
single-phase EOS”Sproduced here to match experimental data via norwquilibriummixing.
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